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Role of quasicylindrical waves and surface plasmon polaritons on beam shaping
with resonant nanogratings in the infrared
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The role of quasicylindrical waves and surface plasmon polaritons in beam shaping with resonant nanogratings
is investigated. It is shown that the field on the grating surface can be strongly influenced by plasmons and
quasicylindrical waves in the infrared. A method that combines far-field measurements with the fast Fourier
transform to map the field amplitude at the grating surface is demonstrated. For samples with a small degree of
geometric asymmetry, it is shown that the imaginary part of the transform (with null zeroth-order component)
can better map the amplitude of the resonant surface waves than the full complex-valued transform. Our results
will impact the study, design, and footprint of resonant nanogratings.
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Advances in nanofabrication and optical near-field mea-
surement techniques have triggered extensive studies of
light-matter interactions on patterned nanostructures for ma-
nipulating the diffraction of electromagnetic fields at metallic
surfaces [1–6]. In particular, surface waves supported on
metallic nanogratings give rise to numerous exotic optical phe-
nomena such as the well-known Wood’s anomalies, extraor-
dinary optical transmission (EOT), and beam shaping/steering
of light radiated from subwavelength apertures [5–9]. At
optical frequencies, the field scattered on metallic surfaces
by subwavelength indentations is composed mainly of surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and a residual “direct contribution”
now widely referred to as quasicylindrical waves (QCWs)
[2–4,9–11]. For intermediate infrared (IR) wavelengths (0.8 �
λ � 5 μm), the scattered SPP and QCW amplitudes in
nanostructures are comparable [2], and it can be challenging
to distinguish between their contributions. Recently, it has
been shown experimentally that the QCW is responsible for
half the total transmission in EOT achieved through hole
arrays illuminated with near-IR light [9], highlighting the
important role that QCWs can play in metallic nanogratings.
Additionally, QCW properties such as the cross-conversion
with the SPP [12], its relatively weak degree of spatial
coherence [13], and the existence of a transient near-zone
regime where its effective wavelength varies with propagation
[14], have been revealed in previous investigations. In this
paper, we investigate theoretically and experimentally the
contribution of QCWs and SPPs to beam shaping in the
infrared using resonant nanogratings, and show that beam
shaping could be achieved with QCWs alone.

Figure 1(a) shows beam shaping of light radiated from a
narrow slit (width a) perforated in an optically thick metal
plate (thickness t). We focus on the transverse-magnetic (TM)
polarization, for which surface waves can be resonantly excited
by the nanogrooves when the grating equation k0 sin θ =
2mπ/� − ks is satisfied [15], with k0 = 2π/λ, θ the angle of
the diffracted beam, m an integer, � the period of the grating,
and ks the wave number of the surface wave. Without the
grooves, the far-field radiation pattern I (0) resembles a broad
lobe. Throughout this article, all field quantities pertaining
to the case of the isolated slit are superscripted with (0). With

suitably spaced nanogrooves (width w and depth h) around the
slit, surface waves emerging from the slit (black thick arrows)
are reflected to form standing waves that decay in amplitude
along the metal surface (σ plane), and constructive interference
between the scattered fields produce a directional beam I .

We begin by addressing the questions: (i) Can beam shaping
be achieved with QCWs alone, and (ii) is it the QCW or the
SPP that contributes dominantly to the observed beaming in
the IR? To answer the first question, we analyze a resonant
grating structure where the SPP field is dominant and another
that supports only the QCW. Such a scenario can be achieved
with gold and tungsten films in the visible spectrum. At
λ = 0.6 μm, SPPs can be excited efficiently on the gold
film. However, the tungsten film (nW = 3.57 + i2.86), which
behaves as a strongly absorbing dielectric, only supports
QCWs [11]. For all simulations, the refractive index is taken
from the data of Palik [16], the number of grooves (if present)
on each side of the slit is taken to be N = 10, the incident
illumination is taken to be a plane wave with unity (modulus)
Poynting vector, the thickness t is taken to be 1 μm unless
otherwise specified, and the structures are simulated using
a Green Tensor formalism [17]. The amplitude of the total
magnetic field H along the σ plane of the nanograting (dashed
curves), and the amplitude of the magnetic field components
associated with the QCW (H (0)

cw ) and SPP (H (0)
sp ) scattered

by the isolated slit (solid curves), are shown for the gold
and tungsten film in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). Clearly, standing
waves with decaying amplitudes are sustained along the σ

plane in both cases. However, their behavior differs in several
aspects. For the gold film, |H | falls rapidly below |H (0)

sp |
after the first couple of grooves. Whereas for the tungsten
film, |H | falls below |H (0)

cw | only after several wavelengths
in the vicinity of the fourth groove. The SPP is more
strongly trapped due to its well-defined wave vector, in contrast
to the mixture of wave vectors [4,14] that constitute the QCW.
The lower amplitude of H compared to that of H (0)

sp (H (0)
cw )

indicates that part of the energy of the SPP (QCW) that
emerges from the slit are trapped within the nanogrooves. The
dominance of the SPP for the gold film can also be inferred
from the steplike decay of |H | between the grooves, which is
typical of the piecewise-constant SPP excitation strength along
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Beam shaping with a narrow slit surrounded by 2N nanogrooves mediated by QCWs and SPPs. (a) At resonance,
multiply reflected surface waves between the grooves form standing waves whose amplitude decreases away from the central slit. Fields on the
σ plane with (a) dominant SPPs on a gold film, and (b) QCWs alone on a tungsten film. [Insets of (b) and (c)] Radiation patterns with (I ) and
without the nanogrooves (I (0)). In (b) and (c), it is taken that a = 200 nm, dl = dr = 400 nm, w = 150 nm, h = 50 nm, λ = 600 nm, and the
gray outline indicates the positions of the grooves.

nanogrooves [4]. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of the
radiated beam [see insets of Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] improves from
∼130◦ for the isolated slit (both gold and tungsten) to about
7◦ and 10◦ for the gold and tungsten film, respectively [18].
From this simple example, it is apparent that (i) QCWs can
be entirely responsible for the beaming of light emanated
from subwavelength apertures, and (ii) strikingly different
near-field distributions can result in very similar far-field beam
patterns.

Next, we consider a grating structure of period � = 3 μm
designed to produce a forward-directed beam for λ = 3 μm
(m = 1) and for λ = 1.5 μm (m = 2). It is taken that a =
0.9 μm, w = 0.4 μm, h = 0.35 μm, and dl = dr = 1.9 μm.
For both orders, the wave number of the QCW and SPP is
very close to the free-space wave number, i.e., ksp ≈ kcw ≈ k0,
and the simulated FWHM of the radiated beam pattern (not
shown) is ∼5◦. The amplitude of the magnetic field H on the
σ plane, together with |H (0)

cw | and |H (0)
sp | associated with the

isolated slit, are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for λ = 3 μm and
λ = 1.5 μm, respectively. Between the slit and the first groove
in both cases the standing wave amplitude decays rapidly
following that of the QCW, indicating its strong influence for
very short distances. From the first to the tenth groove, the
amplitude of the standing waves still follows the decay of the
QCW for λ = 3 μm, while the amplitude between grooves
becomes more steplike for λ = 1.5 μm. This transition for
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Mixed QCW and SPP contributions in IR
resonant gold nanogratings (� = 3 μm). Scattered magnetic field
components along the σ plane for (a) λ = 3 μm and (b) λ = 1.5 μm.

λ = 1.5 μm can be attributed to |H (0)
cw | rapidly falling to lower

levels than |H (0)
sp | just after the first groove. Beyond the tenth

groove, |H | falls below both |H (0)
cw | and |H (0)

sp | for λ = 3 μm,
suggesting that the SPP still contributes to the resonance even
though the overall scattering behavior is dominated by the
QCW. On the other hand for λ = 1.5 μm, |H | falls in between
|H (0)

cw | and |H (0)
sp | beyond the tenth groove, indicating that the

SPP contributes dominantly to the resonance despite a strong
influence from the QCW initially. Simulations for some values
of the nearest groove separations 1 μm < dl,dr < 3 μm with
all other geometrical parameters kept identical show that, apart
from a marginal shift in the field amplitudes, the fields scattered
on the σ plane exhibit similar trends. For long wavelengths
where metals behave like perfect conductors (λ � 6 μm), the
QCW predominates over the SPP for propagation distances
x < 20λ. Simulations for a gold film for λ = 6 μm shows
that the amplitude of the magnetic field at the σ plane
exhibits similar trends as for the case of the tungsten film
[see Fig. 1(c)].

To experimentally investigate the role of the QCW and
SPP, a nanograting designed for resonances at λ = 3 μm and
λ = 1.5 μm with a nominal period � = 3 μm (similar to
that examined in Fig. 2) was patterned on a 1.1-μm-thick
gold layer, deposited on a calcium fluoride substrate, using
a focused ion beam. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the sample, Fig. 3(a), reveals two notably asymmetric
features: (i) dl = 1.41 μm while dr = 1.28 μm, and (ii) the
separation between the first and second nanogrooves on the
left is 3.2 μm. The other geometric parameters are a =
900 nm,w = 400 nm, and h = 350 nm. Light emitted from
a tuneable nanoLevante OPO laser in the wavelength range
1.4–4.2 μm was focused to a spot size of ∼10λ at the
sample [see Fig. 3(b)]. The far-field radiation pattern was
measured by collecting the light scattered by the sample at
different angles; the collection optics consisted of a collimating
objective that directs light to the detector via a focusing
parabolic mirror mounted on a translation stage. Reflecting
objectives instead of refractive ones were used to minimize
chromatic aberrations. The measured intensity distributions
for six wavelengths ranging from λ = 1.5 μm to λ = 3.8 μm
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Beam shaping with a slightly asymmetric nanograting. (a) SEM image of sample. (b) Experimental setup to capture
the far-field radiation pattern. Linearly polarized light along x is focused onto the sample through a 36X reflecting objective (numerical aperture
NA = 0.5). Light scattered by the sample is collimated by a 15X reflecting objective (NA = 0.3), which is then focused onto the single element
detector. (c)–(h) Measured intensity distributions for various wavelengths. The horizontal bar scale in (f) applies to (c)–(h).

are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(h), depicting how the beam pattern
changes between on- and off-resonance. The 3-dB beamwidth
of the cross section along x (gray dashed lines) for the
off-resonance cases (e.g., λ = 1.8 μm and 2.4 μm) is almost
double that of the narrowest beam obtained for the m = 1
resonance at λ = 3 μm. On reducing the wavelength, the beam
spreads. When the m = 2 resonance is reached at λ = 1.5 μm,
the beam can be seen to narrow again. On increasing the
wavelength to λ = 3.2 μm, two distinct off-centered beams
can be observed. This is due to beam steering from the
nanograting, and is verified with simulation of the far-field
radiation pattern with actual geometric parameters. On further
increasing the wavelength to λ = 3.8 μm, beam spreading is
once again observed.

The scaled Fourier transform (FT) of the measured in-
tensity distribution f (x,y) may be expressed as F (u,v) =∫ ∞
−∞ f (x,y) exp [−i2π (xu + yv)/λz] dx dy, with z the dis-

tance between the xy plane and uv plane [19]. For efficient
computation, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) decomposition
with 4096 discretization points along each axis was adopted.
Since F (u,v) scales with both λ and z, and only λ is known,
the spatial extent of F (u,v) was fitted to an optimal value
z = 0.25 mm. This reconstruction method should work well

at resonance, since the fields beyond the grating would have
decayed significantly, in accordance with zero padding in the
FFT computation [20]. The reconstructed amplitude along the
σ plane AxF = √|F ′(u,0)| and the simulated amplitude of
the magnetic field H with the actual geometric parameters
for λ = 3 μm and λ = 1.5 μm are shown in the insets of
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for x > 0. Here F ′ = A0F , where A0 is a
constant determined from fitting AxF to |H |. For λ � 1 μm,
the constant A0 may be estimated by setting [AxF ]x=a/2 ≈
[|H (0)

cw |]x=a/2 as the latter is typically much greater than
|H (0)

sp |. It is seen that while AxF maps reasonably well the
average amplitude of the standing waves, it fails to capture the
standing-wave character between the nanogrooves.

By taking the imaginary part of the FFT, it is found that the
secondary peaks become more visible, revealing structures that
better resemble the resonant fields. For λ = 3 μm, the mapped
amplitude Axi = √|ImF ′(u,0)| = (A4

xF − A4
xr )1/4, where

Axr = √|ReF ′(u,0)|, is shown in Fig. 4(a). Secondary peaks
occurring near |x| = {1.6 6.7 10.4 17.0 22.6 26.0} μm
correspond well to the positions of the grooves. The magnitude
of the peaks is marginally lower than |H |, which is probably
due to the omission of the real part. The mapped amplitude
Axi for λ = 1.5 μm is shown in Fig. 4(b). Secondary peaks
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Wave-field reconstruction along the σ plane. Axi superimposed on the simulated magnetic field amplitude |H | for
(a) λ = 3 μm, and (b) λ = 1.5 μm. [Insets of (a) and (b)] AxF superimposed on |H | for x > 0.
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occurring near |x| = {4.8 7.5 10.8 13.4 22.5 26.1 29.0} μm
correspond well again to the positions of the grooves in the
actual grating. The magnitude of each of these peaks also
agrees well with the simulated magnetic field amplitude
|H |. In this case, the amplitude Axr (not shown) misses the
standing-wave character in the vicinity of the first groove (as
with AxF ), and spurious oscillations beyond the last groove
for x � 30 μm are present. It is remarkable that despite
losing half the information, the standing-wave character of
the surface waves can be mapped reasonably accurately with
ImF alone. This improvement can be attributed to the fact
that ImF is naturally uncluttered from the strong dc bias of
the FFT, which is physically equivalent to masking off the
light radiated from the central slit.

We have investigated the role of QCWs and SPPs on
beam shaping in resonant metallic nanogratings. Our analysis

shows that, while beam shaping can be achieved through
predominant QCW or SPP contributions, both of these surface
waves can play a significant part in the intermediate IR
spectrum 0.8 � λ � 5 μm. We have also demonstrated how
the amplitude of the surface waves along the σ plane can be
recovered by first measuring the far-field pattern followed by
a Fourier transform, and how taking its imaginary part for an
asymmetrical grating leads to a more accurate reconstruction.
This allows a better comparison of the experimental data with
simulations, defining a new method to study the underlying
physics of QCWs and SPPs in these structures, and enabling
the design of dielectric rather than metallic beam-shaping
nanogratings.

This work was supported by the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council (Grant No. EP/J011932/1).
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